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Beijing Aerospace Changfeng Co., Ltd. is a high-tech enterprise listed on Shanghai Stock Exchange, with the
securities code of 600855. Medical equipment is one of our core businesses. our Medical Devices Branch is our
operating entity that incorporates research, development, design, manufacture, sales and service and is the
biggest and most potential medical equipment supplier in aerospace system. We enjoy high reputation and sound
credit in domestic medical equipment industry because of our long-term presence and dominance in market. We
are the key and leading manufacturer of anesthesia machines, ventilators, monitors, operating tables, operating
lamps, hospital centralized oxygen supply systems and clean operating rooms in China.

By strictly adhering to the strategies of "quality, attitude, service and innovation", our company has passed CE
certification. Besides, our ACM659 anesthesia workstation became the first high tech anesthesia in China. It means
that our technical strength has taken the way to internationalization. In addition, we have developed a worldwide
marketing network to promote our products.

We have made great achievements of various big biddings both at home and abroad. Our nationwide marketing
and after-sales service network help us to provide more convenient and flexible services to you. Besides, our
products have won several international tenders and have been exported to many countries such as Myanmar,
Korea, Indonesia, India, the Philippines, Malaysia, Russia, Ukraine, Italy, France, Spain, South Africa, Argentina,
Mexico and Colombia.

We are sure that our high quality products and excellent service will attract more and more customers'
appreciation. Contacting us is the first step to build up a successful business relationship with us. If you are
interested in our products, please don't hesitate to contact us at any time. We believe that with your support and
our endeavor, a win-win situation will be achieved based on mutual benefits. 
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Ungrouped

C-Arm compatiable sliding fuction
Operation table CE/ISO
certificated ACM-T532

electrical hydraulic operation table
ACM-T500

manual hydraulic operation table
ACM-3500

CE/ISO approved transport
emergency ventilator ACM812A

portable emergency ventilator
with CE mark ACM812A

stable and reliable anesthesia
machine with CE mark ACM606

professional anesthesia machine
supplier with CE/ISO certificated

ACM619

large screen anesthesia machine
with CE/ISO certificates ACM619

CE/ISO approved high integrated
anesthesia workstaion ACM659
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Contact Information

 

Company Name: Beijing Aerospace Changfeng Co., Ltd

Contact Person: Anna Liu

Street Address: No.22, Qlizhuang Road, Fengtai District, Beijing, China

City: Beijing

Country/Region:

Zip: 100071

Telephone: 86-10-58035895

Mobile Phone: 8-15601162767

Fax: 86-10-58035959

Email: annaliu1314@gmail.com

Company Site: http://ascfmed.medincn.com
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